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bHLHThe basic helix–loop–helix (bHLH) transcription factor Math5 (Atoh7) is transiently expressed during early
retinal histogenesis and is necessary for retinal ganglion cell (RGC) development. Using nucleoside pulse-
chase experiments and clonal analysis, we determined that progenitor cells activate Math5 during or after
the terminal division, with progressively later onset as histogenesis proceeds. We have traced the lineage
of Math5+ cells using mouse BAC transgenes that express Cre recombinase under strict regulatory control.
Quantitative analysis showed that Math5+ progenitors express equivalent levels of Math5 and contribute
to every major cell type in the adult retina, but are heavily skewed toward early fates. The Math5>Cre trans-
gene labels 3% of cells in adult retina, including 55% of RGCs. Only 11% of Math5+ progenitors develop into
RGCs; the majority become photoreceptors. The fate bias of the Math5 cohort, inferred from the ratio of
cone and rod births, changes over time, in parallel with the remaining neurogenic population. Comparable
results were obtained using Math5 mutant mice, except that ganglion cells were essentially absent, and
late fates were overrepresented within the lineage. We identiﬁed Math5-independent RGC precursors in
the earliest born (embryonic day 11) retinal cohort, but these precursors require Math5-expressing cells
for differentiation. Math5 thus acts permissively to establish RGC competence within a subset of progenitors,
but is not sufﬁcient for fate speciﬁcation. It does not autonomously promote or suppress the determination of
non-RGC fates. These data are consistent with progressive and temporal restriction models for retinal neuro-
genesis, in which environmental factors inﬂuence the ﬁnal histotypic choice.
© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.Introduction
The seven major cell types in the vertebrate retina (rod and cone
photoreceptors; amacrine, horizontal and bipolar interneurons;Müller
glia; and ganglion cells) develop from a common pool of progenitors
(Turner and Cepko, 1987; Turner et al., 1990) that are established
when the optic vesicles invaginate to form bilayered optic cups
(Goldowitz et al., 1996). The inner layer of each optic cup consists
of proliferative retinal progenitor cells (RPCs), which are arranged
as a pseudostratiﬁed epithelium. These RPCs begin to permanently
exit mitosis and differentiate around embryonic day 11 (E11) in
the mouse. Retinal neurons and glia are fully formed by postnatal
day 21 (P21) and are arranged in a highly ordered tri-laminar
structure (Rodieck, 1998). The outer nuclear layer (ONL) consists ofartment of Internal Medicine,
r Place, Ann Arbor, MI 48109-
ology and Human Anatomy,
CA 95616, USA.
avis.edu (T. Glaser).
iversity of Colorado School of
rights reserved.photoreceptors while the inner nuclear (INL) and ganglion cell
(GCL) layers are populated by interneurons, glia and ganglion cells.
The mechanism of cell fate determination—how these diverse cell
types are generated from an initially homogeneous progenitor
population—remains poorly understood.
Birthdating experiments, in which [3H]-thymidine was used to
mark the terminal S phase of progenitor cells, have established a
characteristic order for the emergence of different retinal cell types
during histogenesis (Carter-Dawson and LaVail, 1979; Rapaport et
al., 2004; Sidman, 1961; Young, 1985). In all vertebrate species exam-
ined, retinal ganglion cells are the ﬁrst-born neurons (Altshuler et al.,
1991). In mammals, these are followed by horizontal cells, cones,
amacrines, rods, bipolar cells and Müller glia, in descending birth
order. There is considerable overlap in the distribution of birthdates
among cell types, particularly for rod photoreceptors, which are
born over an extended period (E13–P7 in mice) and are most abun-
dant. Moreover, as a subclass, displaced amacrines, located in the
mammalian GCL, are born earlier than amacrines in the INL (LaVail
et al., 1991; Reese and Colello, 1992).
Lineage tracing experiments in rodents and frogs show that indi-
vidual retinal progenitors are multipotent, giving rise to clones with
heterogeneous cell type composition and size, and that the histogenic
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et al., 1988; Turner and Cepko, 1987; Turner et al., 1990; Wetts and
Fraser, 1988; Wong and Rapaport, 2009). The absence of a strict
hierarchical relationship among cell types suggests that fate determi-
nation in the retina is a stochastic process (Gomes et al., 2011; Livesey
and Cepko, 2001). The observation of discordant two-cell clones in
rodent lineage marking studies indicates that at least some cell fate
decisions occur during or after the terminal division, and may be
subject to environmental inﬂuence (Turner and Cepko, 1987). Indeed,
multiple extrinsic factors have been shown to alter the ratio of retinal
cell types generated from progenitor pools (Altshuler et al., 1991;
Ezzeddine et al., 1997; Fuhrmann et al., 1995; Yang, 2004; Young
and Cepko, 2004).
Heterochronic mixing experiments, in which early and late retinal
cells are co-cultured in unequal ratios, have shown that progenitors
have a limited capacity to shift their fate forward or backward in
sequence, and suggest that competence is fundamentally a
cell-intrinsic property (Belliveau and Cepko, 1999; Rapaport et al.,
2001; Reh, 1992; Watanabe and Raff, 1990). Likewise, single-cell
dissociation studies have shown that the fates of retinal progenitors,
including post-mitotic cells, change over time and are intrinsically
programmed (Adler and Hatlee, 1989; Cayouette et al., 2003; Reh
and Kljavin, 1989). Thus, it is likely that cell-intrinsic factors,
expressed by progenitors in a prescribed temporal order, work in
concert with extrinsic factors in the retinal microenvironment to
guide cell fate decisions and ensure proper ratios of each cell type.
The basic helix–loop–helix (bHLH) transcription factor Math5
(Atoh7) was identiﬁed on the basis of its homology to Drosophila
Atonal (Brown et al., 1998), which plays a critical role in the
speciﬁcation of R8 photoreceptors in the eye imaginal disc
(Frankfort and Mardon, 2002; Hsiung and Moses, 2002; Jarman,
2000; Sun et al., 2003). The mouse Math5 gene contains a single
exon (Prasov et al., 2010) and is speciﬁcally expressed by progenitor
cells during retinal histogenesis (Brown et al., 1998), similar to frog,
chick, and zebraﬁsh orthologs (Kanekar et al., 1997; Liu et al., 2001;
Masai, 2000). Math5 mutant mice lack retinal ganglion cells (RGCs)
and optic nerves (Brown et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2001) and their cir-
cadian rhythms are not photoentrained (Brzezinski et al., 2005; Wee
et al., 2002). Retinal vascular development (Brzezinski et al., 2003)
and electrophysiology (Brzezinski et al., 2005) are also disrupted in
these mice. Finally, the relative abundance of other retinal cell types
is altered, through a combination of cell autonomous and
non-autonomous effects (Brzezinski et al., 2005; Le et al., 2006). RGC
genesis similarly fails in ath5 mutant (lakritz) zebraﬁsh (Kay et al.,
2001). In humans, ATOH7 mutations cause optic nerve aplasia
(Ghiasvand et al., 2011) and the ATOH7 locus is a major
determinant of normal variation in optic disc size, which reﬂects RGC
number (Khor et al., 2011; Macgregor et al., 2010; Ramdas et al., 2010).
Math5 is likely to trigger a regulatory cascade for RGC develop-
ment. Expression of the POU domain transcription factor Brn3b
(Pou4f2) appears to be controlled by Math5 in mice, similar to the
orthologous circuit in chick and frog (Hutcheson and Vetter, 2001;
Liu et al., 2001; Schneider et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2001). In turn,
Brn3b and the homeodomain transcription factor Isl1 form two regu-
latory nodes that are critical for RGC maturation (Erkman et al., 1996;
Gan et al., 1996; Mu et al., 2004, 2008; Pan et al., 2008).
How does Math5 regulate ganglion cell fate determination?
In principle,Math5 could act either as an instructive factor, irreversibly
directing competent progenitors to differentiate into RGCs, or as a
permissive factor, establishing an RGC competence state within a set of
multipotent progenitors, only some of which develop into RGCs
(Wessells, 1977). The Cre-lox recombination system provides a
powerful tool to distinguish these mechanisms, by indelibly marking
descendant cells. In a previous lineage analysis, a Math5-Cre knock-in
allele was found to mark multiple retinal cell types, suggesting that
Math5 acts permissively (Feng et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2003).In this report, we extend these ﬁndings using a Math5>Cre BAC
transgene in wild-type and Math5 mutant mice. This approach,
coupled with birthdating analysis, has allowed us to quantitatively
assess the cell type distribution and unique fate trajectory of the
Math5 lineage over time. Our results show Math5 is expressed at
equivalent levels in a subset of progenitors that are capable of form-
ing all retinal cell types, with a frequency that decreases according
to birth order. Although heavily weighted toward early fates, only
11% of these cells develop into RGCs and only 55% of RGCs descend
from Math5+ progenitors. In the absence of Math5 function,
lineage-marked cells exhibit a similarly diverse range of fates but do
not differentiate as RGCs, suggesting Math5 has both autonomous
and non-autonomous roles in RGC development. Using cell cycle
markers and nucleoside pulse-chase analysis, we show Math5
expression is conﬁned to progenitors during or after the terminal
division, and does not control cell cycle exit. Finally, using retroviral
clone analysis of explanted embryonic retinas, we demonstrate that
Math5+ cells frequently arise in pairs from symmetric terminal
divisions. Our results extend previous observations, but compel
different conclusions. We provide new insights into Math5 function,




Eye tissue was collected from 8 to 12 CD-1 embryos or newborn
mice at time-points between E10.5 and P1.5 and homogenized in
Trizol reagent (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). Total RNA was puriﬁed
from pooled homogenates at each time-point. cDNA was synthesized
using d(N)6 primer and Superscript II reverse transcriptase (Invitro-
gen). Quantitative PCR was performed on cDNA using Math5 and
Hprt primers (Brown et al., 2001) with the iCycler iQ system (Bio-
Rad, Hercules, CA). Seven measurements were made for each cDNA
pool. Math5 RNA levels (critical threshold cycles) were normalized
to Hprt as described (Livak and Schmittgen, 2001), and are reported
relative to the mean P1.5 value.
Math5>Cre BAC transgenic mice
We replaced the Math5 open reading frame on bacterial artiﬁcial
chromosome (BAC) clone RP23–328P3 with a 2.0 kb nlsCre-βactin
pA cassette using a two-step recA-mediated recombination protocol
in Escherichia coli (Gong et al., 2002; Heintz, 2001). To target the
BAC, which contains 110 kb 5′ and 103 kb 3′ genomic DNA ﬂanking
the Math5 transcription unit (Prasov et al., 2010), we constructed a
plasmid vector with short 5′ (A, 345 bp) and 3′ (B, 378 bp) homology
arms ﬂanking Cre-pA. These were ampliﬁed by PCR from UTR se-
quences of the solitary Math5 exon (AF418923) and cloned into the
SalI and XhoI sites of pαGSU-Cre (Cushman et al., 2000). The resulting
A-Cre-B cassette was inserted into the XhoI site of shuttle plasmid
pLD53ΔGFP10 as a 2.4 kb SacI–XhoI fragment and veriﬁed by DNA
sequencing. Shuttle plasmid pLD53ΔGFP10 was derived from
pLD53.SC1 by partial SpeI digestion and insertion of a XhoI linker in
place of the 3.5 kb EGFP fragment. We then targeted RP23–328P3
with the Math5>Cre shuttle vector pLD53ΔACreB to obtain
ampicillin- and chloramphenicol-resistant cointegrates (Gong et al.,
2002). These were resolved by selection on TYE (tryptone-yeast ex-
tract) agarose plates with chloramphenicol and 10% (w/v) sucrose.
Two recombinant Math5>Cre BAC clones were recovered and veriﬁed
by PCR and pulsed-ﬁeld gel electrophoresis (PFGE) Southern analysis.
Puriﬁed circular DNA from Math5>Cre BAC clone RP23-328P3-
D1-68 was injected into fertilized (SJL/2 × C57BL/6J) F2 oocytes by
the UM Transgenic Animal Core Facility. Nine transgenic founders
were identiﬁed by Cre-speciﬁc and BAC vector-insert junctional
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using an upstreamMath5 genomic probe that hybridizes equally well
to 3.5 kb BAC and 6.5 kb mouse chromosomal EcoRI fragments. Trans-
gene integrity was evaluated by Southern analysis following NotI di-
gestion and PFGE. Transgenic offspring were genotyped using PCR
primers within the Cre-pA cassette.
Math5>Cre mice (line 872 or 360) were crossed to Z/AP (JAX
stock 003919, (Lobe et al., 1999) and R26ﬂoxGFP (JAX stock 004077,
(Mao et al., 2001) reporter strains, which express membrane-
tethered hPLAP (human placental alkaline phosphatase) or cytoplas-
mic GFP (green ﬂuorescent protein), respectively, from ubiquitously
active promoters, upon Cre-mediated excision of ﬂoxed upstream
stop signals. Tissues from informative double transgenic progeny
were collected from E11.5 to 15.5, on P0.5, and at 3–4 weeks of age.
To trace lineage in the absence of Math5 function, we crossed Z/AP;
Math5 −/− mice (Atoh7tm1Gla, (Brown et al., 2001) to Math5>Cre
(line 360); Math5 +/− mice and compared the patterns of hPLAP
staining in 3–4 week-old double transgenic mutants and heterozy-
gous controls.
Histology
Embryonic and adult eyes were ﬁxed overnight in 4% paraformal-
dehyde (PFA) at 4°C, cryoprotected in phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS) with 10 to 30% sucrose, frozen in OCT compound (Tissue-Tek,
Torrance, CA), and cryosectioned at 5–10 μm. For Brn3b (Pou4f2)
and cyclin D1 epitopes, ﬁxation was 30 min at room temperature in
2% PFA. For immunodetection, cryosections were blocked for 4 h at
room temperature in PBTx (0.1 M NaPO4 pH 7.3 0.5% Triton X-100)
with 10% normal donkey serum (NDS) and 1% bovine serum albumin
(BSA). Sections were incubated overnight at 4°C with primary anti-
sera or biotinylated PNA (peanut agglutinin) lectin diluted in PBTx
with 3% NDS and 1% BSA. For ﬂuorescence detection, sections were in-
cubated for 2 h at room temperature with appropriate secondary an-
tibodies or streptavidin conjugates (Jackson Immunoresearch, West
Grove, PA). Nuclei were identiﬁed using 100 ng/mL 4′,6-diamidino-
2-phenylindole (DAPI). For chromogenic detection, sections were
stained using the avidin–biotin complex method (Vector, Burlingame,
CA) with HRP (horeseradish peroxidase)-conjugated streptavidin and
diaminobenzidine (Brown et al., 2001).
The primary antibodies were mouse anti-β-galactosidase (βgal,
monoclonal 40-1A, 1:500, DSHB, Iowa City, IA); rabbit anti-βgal
(1:5000, ICN Cappel, Aurora, OH); rat anti-βgal (1:500, (Saul et al.,
2008)); rat anti-BrdU (monoclonal BU1/75, 1:100, Harlan Seralab, In-
dianapolis, IN); mouse anti-calbindin (monoclonal CB-955, 1:500,
Sigma, St. Louis, MO); mouse anti-Cre (monoclonal 7.23, 1:300,
Covance, Princeton, NJ); mouse anti-cyclinD1 (sc8396, 1:100, Santa
Cruz Biotechology, Santa Cruz, CA); rabbit anti-GFP (1:5000, Upstate,
Lake Placid, NY); chicken anti-GFP (1:2000, Abcam, Cambridge, MA);
mouse anti-hPLAP (monoclonal 8B6, 1:250, Sigma); mouse anti-Ki67
(monoclonal MM1, 1:25, Novocastra, Newcastle, UK); rabbit anti-
mGluR2/3 (1:200, Chemicon); goat anti-Neurod1 (sc1084, 1:50,
Santa Cruz); rabbit anti-phosphohistone H3 (1:400, Upstate, Lake
Placid, NY); rabbit anti-rhodamine (1:500, Invitrogen). Biotinylated
PNA (Vector) was used at 1:250.
For simultaneous detection of BrdU (5-bromo-2′-deoxyuridine)
and other markers, cryosections were fully stained with primary anti-
bodies and lectins, and ﬂuorescent secondary reagents. Sections were
then treated with 2.4 N HCl in PBTx for 60–75 min at room tempera-
ture, washed, and immunostained for BrdU. EdU (5-ethynyl-
2′-deoxyuridine) was detected using an azide-alkyne cycloaddition
reaction (Buck et al., 2008) and commercial reagents (Click-iT-647,
Invitrogen) after immunostaining. For EdU and BrdU co-labeling,
BrdU immunostaining was performed as the ﬁnal step. For Ki67
immunostaining, sections were unmasked before the blocking step
by heating to 95 °C for 10 min in 0.01 M citric acid.For chromogenic detection of hPLAP activity in retina, 5–10 μm
cryosections were heat-treated for 30 min in PBS with 2 mM MgCl2
at 70 °C and stained with 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl phosphate
(BCIP) and nitroblue tetrazolium (NBT) substrates (Roche, Indianap-
olis, IN) for ≤1.5 h (Lobe et al., 1999). To detect hPLAP activity in
the brain, adult tissues from transgenic animals were immersion-
ﬁxed in 4% PFA, 2 mM MgCl2 at 4 °C overnight, heat-treated for
45 min in PBS with 2 mM MgCl2 at 70 °C, and embedded in 3% aga-
rose. Thick coronal vibratome sections (250 μm) were stained for
hPLAP activity as ﬂoating slices in 24-well plates in AP buffer contain-
ing 0.01% Na deoxycholate, 0.02% NP-40, 2 mM levamisole, and BCIP/
NBT substrate (Roche), for 5–6 h at room temperature. Sections were
washed in PBS containing 20 mM EDTA, dehydrated through a graded
ethanol series, cleared with BABB (1:2 benzyl alcohol:benzyl benzo-
ate) and mounted in Permount (Fisher Scientiﬁc, Pittsburgh, PA).
Chromogenic detection of β-galactosidase (βgal) activity with 5-
bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-β-D-galactopyranoside (Xgal) substrate
and in situ RNA hybridization were performed as described (Brown
et al., 2001).
Images were obtained using a Nikon Eclipse E800 epiﬂuorescence
microscope and a SPOT digital camera. Low power images of brain
sections were captured using a Zeiss Axioimager Z1 microscope
with a 5× objective. Confocal images were collected using a Noran
OZ Laser Scanning Confocal assembly microscope or Zeiss LSM510
Meta imaging system.
Labeling RGCs by retrograde axonal tracing
To unequivocally identify all RGCs, we performed retrograde axon
labeling with a rhodamine-dextran tracer (Farah and Easter, 2005;
Rachel et al., 2002). Eyes from adult Math5>Cre; R26ﬂoxGFP mice
were rapidly immersed in artiﬁcial cerebral spinal ﬂuid (aCSF) (von
Bohlen und Halbach, 1999). The optic nerves were transected within
1 mm of the sclerae and pressed against 4 mm cubes of surgifoam
(Ethicon, Somerville, NJ) saturated with 3% L-α-lysophosphatidyl
choline (LPC, Sigma) and lysine-ﬁxable tetramethyl rhodamine dex-
tran 3000 MW powder (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR). Each eye
and surgifoam cube was sealed with 1% agarose and incubated in aer-
ated aCSF for 1 h at room temperature. The eyes were then incubated
overnight in fresh aCSF without surgifoam, ﬁxed in 4% PFA for 4–6 h
at room temperature, cryoprotected in PBS with 10 to 30% sucrose,
and frozen in OCT. For P1 mice, the same retrograde labeling proce-
dure was followed, except that eyes were immersed in Hank's bal-
anced salt solution containing calcium, magnesium and 1 mM
glucose (Gerfen et al., 2001). After labeling, eyes were ﬁxed in 4%
PFA for 1 h. The dissected retinas were post-ﬁxed for 3 h, immuno-
stained and ﬂatmounted for imaging.
Math5 cell cycle analysis
Retinas from Math5 +/− and Math5 −/− embryos (carrying the
lacZ knock-in allele) were co-labeled for βgal, BrdU or EdU (S
phase), phosphohistone H3 (M phase (Bradbury, 1992)), cyclinD1
(G1 and early S phases (Yang et al., 2006)), and Ki67 (S, G2, M and
late G1 phases, (Key et al., 1993)). To label cells in S phase, pregnant
dams were given a single intraperitoneal injection of EdU (6.7 μg/g of
body mass) or BrdU (100 μg/g) 30–60 min prior to harvest. To test
whether Math5+ progenitors re-enter the cell cycle, lineage-
marked Math5>Cre embryos carrying Z/AP or R26ﬂoxGFP reporters
were similarly pulsed with BrdU or EdU and their retinas co-stained
for hPLAP, GFP or Cre and cell cycle markers.
Quantitative lineage analysis
Math5+ descendants were revealed by hPLAP or GFP immunola-
beling in ≥200 adult retinal sections. Cell types were identiﬁed by
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markers, and retrograde axon tracing. Lineage-marked cones were
distinguished from rods by co-labeling with anti-hPLAP and PNA lec-
tin (Blanks and Johnson, 1983). Because strong hPLAP staining in
cone pedicles obscured horizontal cell bodies, we identiﬁed these
cells using the R26ﬂoxGFP reporter and calbindin immunostaining
(Peichl and Gonzalez-Soriano, 1993). Horizontal cells were surveyed
in 58 sections from Math5>Cre; R26ﬂoxGFP mice (8 eyes). GFP-
positive rhodamine-dextran labeled RGCs and DAPI-labeled nuclei
(RGCs+ displaced amacrines) were counted within the GCL in 33
ﬁelds (200× magniﬁcation) representing 8 Math5>Cre; R26ﬂoxGFP
adult eyes. For P1 counts, the fraction of lineage-labeled RGCs was de-
termined in retinal ﬂatmounts from 3 eyes. The fraction of each cell
type descending from Math5+ progenitors, and the fraction of
Math5+ progenitors giving rise to each cell type were calculated
based on detailed retinal cell counts reported for adult C57BL/6J
mice (Jeon et al., 1998). For lineage tracing in the absence of Math5
gene function, labeled cells were counted in 23 ﬁelds (200×
magniﬁcation) representing 6 adult eyes.
Dual reporter concordance
To assess Math5>Cre efﬁciency and heterogeneity among
Math5+ progenitors, we crossed Math5>Cre; Z/AP mice to homozy-
gous R26ﬂoxGFP mice. Retinal sections from 3 to 4 week-old triple
transgenic offspring (Math5>Cre; Z/AP; R26ﬂoxGFP) were immuno-
stained for GFP and hPLAP. Single- and double-labeled cones, rods,
amacrines and GCL neurons were counted in 18 ﬁelds (200× magni-
ﬁcation) representing 4 eyes. To calculate concordance, we divided
the number of double-labeled cells by the total number of labeled
cells. Concordance was evaluated statistically using Cohen's κ test
(Cohen, 1960).
Birthdating and window-labeling studies
To identify Math5 descendants exiting mitosis before P0, we per-
formed a cumulative BrdU labeling experiment (Miller and
Nowakowski, 1988). Pregnant dams carrying Math5>Cre; Z/AP em-
bryos were given a single BrdU injection (100 μg/g body mass) on
day E10.5 and provided with drinking water containing 500 μg/mL
BrdU and 1% sucrose (pH 7.0) until birth (Mayer et al., 2000). To max-
imize labeling efﬁciency, water bottles were protected from light and
replaced daily. Retinal sections from 3-week-old offspring were im-
munostained for BrdU and hPLAP.
To monitor how the fates of Math5+ progenitors exiting mitosis
change during development, we performed birthdating (pulse-
labeling) experiments. Pregnant dams carrying Math5>Cre; Z/AP
embryos were given a single BrdU injection (as above) on day
E14.5, E15.5, E16.5 or E17.5 of development. Eyes from 3–4 week-
old mice were stained with BrdU and hPLAP antibodies, and PNA
lectin. The total number of cones (PNA+) and the number of
hPLAP+ and/or BrdU+ photoreceptors were counted in ≥14 central
retinal ﬁelds (200X magniﬁcation), corresponding to ≥3 eyes for
each time-point. For birthdating lineage-marked photoreceptors in
the absence of Math5 function, we followed the same protocol as
above. We immunostained Math5>Cre; R26ﬂoxGFP;Math5−/− ret-
inas for BrdU and GFP, and counted ≥7 ﬁelds (200× magniﬁcation)
from 2 to 4 eyes for each time-point. The fraction of lineage-marked
and birthdated cones was calculated directly from cell counts. The
fraction of labeled rods was estimated using a 35.2 rod-to-cone ratio
for wild-type mice, based on C57BL/6 data (Jeon et al., 1998), and a
12.1 ratio for Math5 mutants (SEM=0.8 based on n=5 animals, 71
ﬁelds at 200× magniﬁcation).
To determine the contribution of Math5+ cells to the early-born
(EB) cohort of neurons, we performed pulse- and window-labeling
experiments at the onset of neurogenesis. For pulse-labeling, graviddams carrying Math5>Cre; R26ﬂoxGFP embryos were given a single
injection of EdU at E11, and eyes from the resulting pups were
harvested at P1. Whole retinas were stained for GFP and EdU,
ﬂatmounted, and imaged as confocal Z-stacks through the ganglion
cell layer. The fraction of early-born cells in the Math5 lineage (EdU+
GFP+/EdU+) was determined from 4 eyes representing 4 mice.
For window labeling (Repka and Adler, 1992), pregnant dams carry-
ing Math5 +/− and −/− embryos were given EdU at E11, as a single
injection or two injections 12 h apart. No difference was apparent in
the extent of EdU labeling between these schedules. Dams were then
given a single injection of BrdU on E12 and provided with BrdU in the
drinking water until harvest at E12.5. Early-born cells (EdU+BrdU−)
were counted from 3 to 4 embryos of each genotype, representing
1–3 litters, and scored for βgal or Brn3b immunoreactivity. Statistical
error is reported as the binomial standard deviation. Labeled fractions
were compared using Fisher's exact test (Fisher, 1925).
Retinal explants and clonal analysis
Retinal explant culture and retroviral infections were performed
using established methods, which favor RGC survival (Hatakeyama
and Kageyama, 2002; Wang et al., 2002). Math5 lacZ/+ retinas were
dissected from E12.5 or E13.5 eyes, removing sclerae, pigmented ep-
ithelium (RPE) and lens tissue, and were ﬂattened onto 5 mm
Nucleopore polycarbonate membranes (0.4 μm pore size, GE Health-
care, Piscataway, NJ). These explants were placed on Transwell in-
serts (Corning) in 2-cm dishes containing neurobasal media
(Invitrogen) with 1× B27 and N2 supplements, glutamine (0.4 mM),
BDNF (50 ng/mL, Peprotech, Rocky Hill, NJ), CNTF (10 ng/mL,
Peprotech), penicillin (50 U/mL), streptomycin (50 μg/mL), and gen-
tamicin (0.5 μg/mL), and cultured at the gas-media interface at
37 °C and 5% CO2.
MIG retroviral stocks (Van Parijs et al., 1999) were generated by
transfecting MSCV-IRES-GFP plasmid DNA into the Phoenix ecotropic
packaging cell line (Pear, 2001; Swift et al., 2001) and titered on
NIH3T3 ﬁbroblasts. Filtered viral preparations (~8×105CFU/mL) con-
taining polybrene (hexadimethrine bromide, 0.8 μg/mL, Sigma Al-
drich, St. Louis, MO) were added directly to the explant surface in
one drop (25 μL) to infect mitotic cells. After 2 days in vitro (DIV),
half of the media was replaced with fresh media. After 3 DIV, explants
were ﬁxed for 30 min in 4% PFA, cryoprotected in 30% sucrose, and
frozen in OCT. Thick (30 μm) sections were immunostained for βgal
and GFP. For each time-point, the size and composition of clones
was determined by 3-dimensional analysis of confocal Z-stacks.
Clones were deﬁned as clusters of GFP+ cells directly apposed to
each other (within 2–3 μm) and separated by at least 4 cell bodies
from any other GFP+ cells. Only clones containing at least two
GFP+ cells and one βgal+ cell were scored. Previous studies have
shown that the average progenitor cell cycle length is 14–16 h at
this stage (Alexiades and Cepko, 1996; Sinitsina, 1971), permitting
4–5 divisions during the 72 h culture period. Accordingly, the largest
clones in each set of explants contained 8–16 cells, reﬂecting a mini-
mum of 3–4 divisions in vitro.
Results
Math5 is transiently expressed by early retinal progenitors during or
after their terminal cell cycle
As a ﬁrst step to determine the mechanism of Math5 action, we
deﬁned the timing of Math5 expression during retinal development
by quantitative PCR (Fig. 1A). Math5 mRNA increases rapidly at E11,
peaks between E12.5 and E14.5, and declines gradually after E14.5.
This temporal proﬁle is consistent with RNA in situ hybridization
data (Brown et al., 1998) and closely resembles birthdating curves
Fig. 1. Math5 is expressed by early retinal progenitors during or shortly following their terminal cell cycle. (A) Time course of Math5 mRNA expression in developing eyes. Math5
mRNA levels peak at E14, with a proﬁle that resembles RGC birthdating curves (Rapaport et al., 2004; Young, 1985). (B–C) Sections from E13.5 (B) or E16.0 (C)Math5 +/− embryos
co-stained for βgal (Math5-lacZ allele), EdU (following a 30 min chase), and cyclin D1 (marks G1/early S phase). Upper and lower panels show single- and double-labeled confocal
projection images of 10 (B) or 3 (C) 1-μm optical slices. Insets show a βgal+ cell in G2 (EdU+cyclinD1−). At E13.5, some βgal+EdU+ cells are present (arrows, 18 of 517 βgal+
cells), but none are cyclinD1+ (0 of 517). At E16.0, few or no βgal+ cells are EdU+ or cycD1+. (D-H) Retinal sections from Math5 +/− (D, E, G) and Math5−/− (E, G) mice co-
stained for βgal and cell cycle markers.Math5-lacZ is occasionally co-expressed with M-phase marker PH3 at E13.5 (arrow in D, inset), but does not overlap with PH3 (arrows in E,F)
or BrdU (1 h chase) (arrows in G,H) at E15.5. Therefore, Math5-lacZ expression initiates during terminal G2 phase at E13.5, but after terminal M phase at E15.5 and E16.0 in both
Math5 +/− and −/− retinas. M5, Math5; βgal, E. coli β-galactosidase; cycD1, cyclinD1; PH3, phosphohistone H3. Scale bar, 50 μm.
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transiently during early retinal neurogenesis.
The cellular distribution of Math5 mRNA and Math5-lacZ activity
across the retinal epithelium (Brown et al., 2001) is consistent with
Math5 transcription in actively proliferating and/or post-mitotic
cells. Both patterns have been reported for different bHLH genes dur-
ing neurogenesis (Kageyama and Nakanishi, 1997). Indeed, the close-
ly related gene Math1 is expressed in mitotic cells in the developing
cerebellum (Helms et al., 2000) and in post-mitotic cells in the
inner ear (Chen et al., 2002). In frog, zebraﬁsh and chick retinas,
orthologous Ath5 genes are expressed in progenitors during their
last cell division (Matter-Sadzinski et al., 2001; Perron et al., 1998;
Poggi et al., 2005).
To determine the onset of Math5 expression in individual mouse
retinal progenitors, we immunostained E13.5, E15.5, and E16.0 eyes
from Math5 +/− (lacZ/+) and/or Math5 −/− (lacZ/lacZ) embryosfor β-galactosidase (βgal), the cell cycle marker phosphohistone H3
(PH3, M phase), cyclin D1 (cycD1, G1/early S phase) (Yang et al.,
2006) or Ki67 (late G1, S and M phase), and the thymidine analog
EdU or BrdU (S phase) following a 30–60 minute pulse in vivo. After
the EdU pulse, a small fraction of S phase progenitor cells enter G2
and are detected as EdU+cycD1−. In contrast, cells remaining in S
phase are EdU+cycD1+. After careful 3-dimensional analysis of con-
focal Z-stack images, we observed a small number of βgal-
expressing cells that had incorporated EdU at E13.5 (18 of
517=3.5±0.6% SD) for n=3 sections, Fig. 1B). These βgal+ cells
were exclusively cycD1− (0 of 517, upper limit 95% CI=0.6%), indi-
cating that Math5 is expressed after G1 phase at E13.5. Accordingly,
βgal+PH3+ cells (M phase) were observed at E13.5 (Fig. 1D, (Le et
al., 2006)). In contrast, in E15.5 and E16.0 embryos (Figs. 1C,E,G),
few or no cells co-expressed βgal and cell cycle markers EdU, BrdU,
cyclinD1, or PH3. The dynamics of Math5 expression thus change
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Math5 expression during the last cell cycle, whereas at later stages
(>E15), progenitors express Math5 only after terminal mitosis. Simi-
lar results were observed in E15.5 Math5 knockout embryos
(Figs. 1F,H) (Le et al., 2006), demonstrating that βgal+ mutant cells
do not re-enter the cell cycle. In Math5 +/− and −/− mice, βgal+
cells span the entire retinal thickness (arrowheads in Figs. 1G,H), sug-
gesting that radial processes associated with interkinetic nuclear
migration may persist transiently, potentially directing the migration
of early post-mitotic cells to their ﬁnal laminar positions (Barnstable
et al., 1985; McLoon and Barnes, 1989; Snow and Robson, 1994;
Watanabe et al., 1991).
Math5>Cre lineage marking system
We designed an expression fate-mapping system to permanently
mark lineal descendants of Math5-expressing progenitors and there-
by deﬁne the range of fates acquired by these cells. The system has
two components—transgenic mice expressing Cre recombinase
under strict Math5 regulatory control (Math5>Cre) and reporter
mice (Z/AP or R26ﬂoxGFP) that express a histochemical marker
(hPLAP or GFP) wherever Cre excises a loxP-ﬂanked stop signal.
The Math5>Cre recombinant BAC (Figs. 2A,B) includes all likely
Math5 regulatory elements (Ghiasvand et al., 2011; Hutcheson et al.,
2005). We generated nine Math5>Cre founders, each of which con-
tains 1-5 copies of the BAC transgene (Suppl. Fig. 1A). Five lines
were tested using Z/AP reporter mice, which conditionally express
hPLAP under control of the ubiquitous CAG promoter (Lobe et al.,
1999). Each line gave a similar staining pattern, which is consistent
with the spatiotemporal expression of Math5 mRNA (not shown).
All subsequent experiments were performed with lines 872 and
360, which contain full-length transgene insertions, as determined
by diagnostic PCR, Southern and PFGE analysis (Suppl. Fig. 1B).
From the onset of retinal neurogenesis (E11), Math5 mRNA is
expressed in cells near the ventricular (sclerad) neuroepithelial sur-
face, where the majority of progenitors undergo mitosis (Brown et
al., 1998). In Math5-lacZ knock-in mice, β-galactosidase protein is
expressed in a similar pattern but perdures (Echelard et al., 1994)
in the differentiating descendants of these cells, including RGCs
(Brown et al., 2001). In double transgenic Math5>Cre; Z/AP embryos,
the alkaline phosphatase (hPLAP) marker ﬁrst appeared at E12.5 in
differentiating RGCs and the developing optic nerve (Fig. 2D), where-
as no hPLAP was detected in control embryos carrying Z/AP alone
(Fig. 2C). At later developmental stages, some other cell types were
labeled with hPLAP (e.g. photoreceptors at P0.5 in Fig. 2D, arrow-
head). As expected, hPLAP was only detected in the adult retina and
brain, in known Math5 RNA expression domains. In the central ner-
vous system, the hPLAP reporter marks neurons in the auditory hind-
brain and cerebellum (Saul et al., 2008) and reveals all known RGCFig. 2. Construction and expression of the Math5>Cre transgene. (A) Math5>Cre BACs were gen
open reading framewasprecisely replacedwith a nlsCre-pA cassette, using “A” and “B”homology a
recombinase, positive (amp) and negative (sacB) selection cassettes, and the R6Kγ origin of replica
P1 origin (ori). (B) Conﬁrmation of recombinant BAC structure using diagnostic (dx) PCRs 1-6 in
Math5>Cre mice were crossed to mice carrying the Z/AP transgene, which permanently reports
at E12.5 in double transgenic embryos (D),while control littermates (C) containing only the Z/AP t
the optic nerve. By P0.5, hPLAP activity is abundant in RGCs (arrow) and canbe detected in some ph
250 μm coronal vibratome sections through the adult thalamus and optic chiasm (inset) show th
through the accessory optic system(left) and superior colliculus (right). LabeledRGCsproject to all
cortex or hippocampus. (F) Kinetics ofMath5 expression in the E15.5 retina.Math5mRNA (in situh
in allele labels progenitors (sclerad) and developing RGCs (vitread), which have recently transcrib
developing RGCs on the vitread side of the retinal epithelium. These patterns demonstrate th
galactosidase, the delay associated with Cre excision, and interkinetic nuclear migration. Math5
stained for lineage tracers and cell cycle markers. Cre is expressed with the same kinetics as Ma
cells are present (30 min chase, arrows, 33 of 394 Cre+ cells), but no GFP+EdU+ cells are ob
BrdU (1 h chase), PH3, or Ki67 (marks late G1 through M phase). Together, these results indicate
superior colliculus; BSC, brachiumof the superior colliculus; LGBd, lateral geniculate body, pars dors
optic tract; OT, optic tract; TV, third ventricle; SCN, suprachiasmatic nucleus; OC, optic chiasm; H,projections (Rodieck, 1998; Simpson, 1984), including those extend-
ing to the superior colliculi, lateral geniculate bodies, suprachiasmatic
nuclei, and the accessory optic tracts (Fig. 2E).
In the E15.5 retina, a comparison of the spatial and temporal pat-
terns for Math5 mRNA, Math5-lacZ and hPLAP (Fig. 2F) is consistent
with a direct role for Math5 in RGC development and highlights the
inherent time delay associated with Cre protein synthesis, excisional
activation of the Z/AP reporter, and expression of the hPLAP enzyme
(Nagy, 2000). Considering the dynamics of retinal interkinetic nuclear
migration (Baye and Link, 2008), these results suggest there is a burst
of Math5 expression in progenitors exiting the cell cycle. If Math5 is
exclusively made during the last division, lineage-marked cells
should never re-enter S phase. To test this prediction, we analyzed
E13.5 Math5>Cre; R26ﬂoxGFP and E15.5 Math5>Cre; Z/AP embryos
exposed to EdU or BrdU for ≤1 h (Figs. 2G,H). In E13.5 embryos after
a 30 min chase, some Cre+EdU+ cells were present (33 of 394 Cre+
cells=8.4±0.4% SD for n=3 sections) and these were restricted to
the fresh neurogenic subset (33 of 223 Cre+ GFP− cells=14.8±
1.4% SD). No GFP+EdU+ cells were observed in the same sections
(0 of 309 GFP+ cells, upper limit 95% CI=0.9%), due to the delay in
the Cre-lox system (Fig. 2G). Likewise, in E15.5 embryos, there was
no overlap between hPLAP activity and any cell cycle marker
(Fig. 2H). Together, these results strongly suggest that Math5 is
expressed transiently during or shortly after the terminal cell divi-
sion. Math5 lineage cells do not re-enter the cell cycle.
Quantitative Math5 lineage analysis
To reveal the fates of Math5+ progenitors, we crossed
Math5>Cre mice to Z/AP and R26ﬂoxGFP reporter strains and ex-
amined mature retinas of 3 to 4 week-old offspring. We observed
hPLAP+ cells distributed evenly across the central and peripheral
retinas of Math5>Cre; Z/AP mice, but staining was absent in litter-
mates carrying the Z/AP transgene alone (Figs. 3A,B). Because
hPLAP protein is membrane-tethered, we could identify most reti-
nal cell types by morphology and laminar position. As expected,
RGCs were abundantly labeled. However, we also observed signif-
icant staining among rods, cones, horizontal and amacrine cells
(Figs. 3A,C,D). The inner plexiform layer (IPL) was intensely la-
beled due to hPLAP localization in RGC and amacrine dendrites. A
thorough survey revealed rare hPLAP+Müller glia and bipolar
cells (Fig. 3C). Importantly, no labeling was observed in retinal
cell types that have a separate developmental origin, such as vas-
cular endothelial cells, pericytes, microglia and astrocytes, or in
any other parts of the eye, including the anterior chamber and RPE.
To systematically measure the fraction of lineage-marked reti-
nal cells in each class, we co-stained sections for hPLAP or GFP re-
porters and cell type-speciﬁc markers. Equivalent results were
obtained using Z/AP and R26ﬂoxGFP reporters (see below) anderated in E. coli by a two-step homologous recombination procedure. The single-exonMath5
rmsderived from5′ (red box) and3′ (cyan box)UTRs. The pLD53 shuttle vector contains recA
tion. The pBACe3.6 vector (gray box) contains the chloramphenicol resistance gene (Cm) and
dicated in panel A (assembled from multiple gels). (C-F) Developmental expression pattern.
Cre activity. Alkaline phosphatase (hPLAP)-positive RGCs (purple, arrows) are ﬁrst observed
ransgene are negative. hPLAP activity increases fromE13.5 to E15.5 as RGCs develop and form
otoreceptors (arrowhead); howevermost of the retina is unlabeled. (E) Composite images of
e axonal projections of RGCs derived fromMath5+ precursors. Lower panels show sections
major ganglion cell target sites in theCNS.No signiﬁcant stainingwas observed in the cerebral
ybridization) is expressed in retinal progenitor cells,while the cytoplasmicMath5-lacZ knock-
edMath5 (β-galactosidase activity). hPLAP activity in Math5>Cre; Z/AP mice is localized to
e spatiotemporal progression of Math5 expression, if one considers the perdurance of β-
is expressed transiently in progenitors that become RGCs. (G-H) Math5>Cre retinas co-
th5, whereas GFP or hPLAP reporters are expressed with a delay. (G) At E13.5, Cre+EdU+
served (0 of 309 GFP+ cells). (H) At E15.5, no hPLAP+ cells (arrows) are co-labeled with
that cells in theMath5 lineage do not re-enter the cell cycle. pA, polyadenylation signal; SC,
alis; LGBv, lateral geniculate body, pars ventralis; LTN, lateral terminal nucleus ;AOT, accessory
hippocampus; PN, pons. Scale bars, 100 μm in C-F; 50 μm in G-H.
Fig. 3.Math5+ progenitors contribute differentially to all retinal cell types. Math5>Cre mice were crossed to Z/AP (A-D) or R26ﬂoxGFP reporter (E-G) strains. (A) In Math5>Cre;
Z/AP mice, hPLAP+ descendants of Math5+ progenitors represent 3% of adult retinal cells (see Table 1) and are present in every cell layer. (B) Z/AP-only control retinas have no
hPLAP activity. (C)Math5+ descendants, detected by hPLAP immunostaining, include horizontal (h), ganglion (rgc), displaced amacrine (da), INL amacrine (a), bipolar (b), rod (r),
cone (c) and Müller glial (m) cells. (D)Math5+ cone (arrows) and rod (arrowheads) photoreceptors are distinguished by co-labeling with anti-hPLAP and cone-speciﬁc PNA lectin.
Non-speciﬁc labeling of pigment epithelium and choroid reﬂects mouse IgG crossreactivity. (E–G) In Math5>Cre; R26ﬂoxGFP mice, Math5+ horizontal cells (E, arrows) are marked
by GFP and calbindin immunoreactivity. The arrowhead shows a solitary Math5+ bipolar cell. (F–G) Math5+ RGCs (arrows) and displaced amacrines (arrowheads) in the GCL are
shown in adult retinal sections (F) or P1 retinal ﬂatmounts (G). RGCs are distinguished by retrograde labeling of optic nerve axons with rhodamine dextran. There is no difference in
the GFP+ fraction of rhodamine dextran-labeled RGCs between these two ages. (H) The fate of Math5>Cre- expressing progenitors inMath5−/−mice. hPLAP+ cells are distrib-
uted throughout the retina, but RGCs are lacking. Vitreal hemorrhages (arrowhead) are common inMath5−/−mice. (I) The distribution of cell fates in the entire retina (from Jeon
et al., 1998), in the Math5 lineage of wild-type mice, and in the Math5 lineage of knockout mice. The Math5 lineage is biased toward early-born cell types (RGC, horizontal, cone),
although rods are the most common fate adopted by Math5+ cells. In the Math5 knockout, lineage-derived cells adopt all retinal fates except for RGCs. hPLAP, human placental
alkaline phosphatase; o, outer nuclear layer; i, inner nuclear layer; g, ganglion cell layer. Scale bars, 100 μm in A–B, H; 50 μm in C–G.
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Table 1
Cell type distribution of Math5 lineage descendants in wild-type Math5>Cre transgenic retinas.
RGCs, displaced amacrines, and INL amacrines were counted in 33 ﬁelds (200×, 8 eyes, 6 mice, R26ﬂoxGFP reporter). Horizontal cells were counted in 58 sections (8 eyes,
6 mice, R26ﬂoxGFP reporter). All other cell types were counted in 50 to 70 ﬁelds (200×, 16 eyes, 12 mice, Z/AP reporter). Math5+ descendants detected using the Cre lineage
system comprise 2.9% of the adult retina (f).
§Among n=8 eyes, the mean RGC labeling fraction±SEM was 54±2%, with a range between 46 and 63%. The overall labeling fraction for the GCL was 40% (1167/2913 cells),
which represents 24% RGCs (700/2913 cells) and 16% displaced amacrines (467/2913 cells).
†Calculated from Jeon et al. (1998) and shown in Fig. 3I (left pie chart).
‡These values are shown in Fig. 3I (middle pie chart).
#RGCs (identiﬁed by retrograde axon labeling) represent 43% of GCL neurons (1265/2913 cells). The remaining GCL cells were scored as displaced amacrines.
*Estimated using cell type ratios reported by Jeon et al. (1998) for adult C57BL/6J mice. The total number of cones counted in surveyed ﬁelds was multiplied by 35.2 to give
the number of rods, and by 3.32 for bipolar cells and 1.3 for Müller glia. The total number of GCL neurons surveyed (RGC and displaced amacrines) was multiplied by 4.78 to
estimate the number of inner nuclear layer (INL) amacrines.
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expression varied among cell types. Z/AP is strongly expressed in
photoreceptors via the CAG promoter, whereas R26ﬂoxGFP is weakly
expressed by photoreceptors but strongly expressed by other cell
types. Consequently, we used Z/AP to count hPLAP+ and hPLAP−
cones (arrows in Fig. 3D), and hPLAP+ rods (arrowheads in Fig. 3D)
in the outer nuclear layer (ONL), and PNA lectin to distinguish cones
from rods (Blanks and Johnson, 1983). We then counted hPLAP+ bi-
polar cells and Müller glia (Fig. 3C) in the inner nuclear layer (INL) of
the same sections. The labeled fraction was calculated for each cell
type using reference data for cell populations in the adult mouse retina
(Jeon et al., 1998). This fraction ranged from 31% for cones to 1% for
rods, and b0.1% for bipolar cells and Müller glia (Table 1).
To evaluate horizontal, ganglion and amacrine cell types, we used
the R26ﬂoxGFP reporter, which co-localizes with cell type-speciﬁc
markers in the perinuclear cytoplasm. We identiﬁed horizontal cells
by calbindin immunostaining (Peichl and Gonzalez-Soriano, 1994)
and their position at the outer edge of the INL (Fig. 3E). Twenty-nine
percent of horizontals were GFP+ (Table 1). This value is signiﬁcantly
lower than that reported by Yang et al. (2003), but consistent with
horizontal cell labeling data of Feng et al. (2010, cf. Suppl. Fig. 3E)
obtained using a Math5-Cre knock-in allele. RGCs were distinguished
from displaced amacrine cells (Hayden et al., 1980; Perry and Walker,
1980) by retrograde rhodamine-dextran tracing of optic nerve axons.
Forty-three percent of neurons in the ganglion cell layer (GCL) were
labeled with rhodamine in this experiment (arrows, Fig. 3F), in close
accord with previous data (Jeon et al., 1998). All other cells in the GCL
were scored as displaced amacrines (arrowheads, Fig. 3F). The
frequency of GFP labeling in the adult retina was 55% for ganglion cells,
28% for displaced amacrines, and 9% for INL amacrines (Table 1). To eval-
uate theMath5 lineage fraction prior to the normal period of RGC culling
(Galli-Resta and Ensini, 1996), we performed a similar analysis in early
postnatal retinas, limited to the GCL (Fig. 3G). The fraction of GFP+ gan-
glion cells in P1 retinas (53±1%, n=3, 948/1777 cells) was similar to
that observed in the adult (55±2%, Table 1, Fisher's exact test P=0.3).
A clear pattern emerges from these data. First,Math5+ progenitors
have the potential to develop into all seven major retinal cell types.
Second, the distribution ofMath5+ descendents differs from the retina
as a whole (Fig. 3I, χ2 test with df=7, Pb0.0001). Third, the labeling
fraction of each cell type (Table 1) decreases according to the birthorder (Carter-Dawson and LaVail, 1979; Rapaport et al., 2004; Sidman,
1961; Young, 1985). Early-born cell types—RGCs, cones, horizontal
cells and displaced amacrines—frequently descend from Math5+ pro-
genitors, whereas late-born bipolar and Müller glial cells rarely derive
from Math5+ progenitors. INL amacrines are born during the middle
phase of retinal development, prior to the peak of rod births, and
these cell types have an intermediate labeling fraction. We estimate
that 3% of adult retinal cells descend from Math5+ progenitors
(Table 1). Fourth, only one in nine Math5+ descendants is a ganglion
cell (11%). Because RGCs represent ~0.5% of neuroretinal cells in adult
mice (Jeon et al., 1998) and Math5 status does not affect RGC survival
between P1 and adulthood,Math5 descendants are 50-fold more likely
on average to develop as RGCs than the remaining neuroretinal popula-
tion (approx. 1 in 500). Fifth, 45% of ganglion cells are notmarked by the
Math5>Cre transgene, suggesting the possibility of a substantial
Math5-independent RGC subpopulation. Although the fraction of GCL
neurons labeled by Math5>Cre (40%, Table I) approximates the RGC
fraction (43%), this value includes both RGC (24%) and displaced ama-
crine cell types (16%).
The fate of Math5 mutant cells
In mutant mice, the Math5 transcription unit is active, expressing
lacZmRNA, but lineage-marked progenitors are blocked from develop-
ing as RGCs. To determine the fates of these cells, we examined retinas
from adultMath5−/−mice carrying Z/AP andMath5>Cre transgenes
(Fig. 3H). The extent of hPLAP labeling in themutant retinawas roughly
similar to wild-type (Fig. 3A). However, the fate proﬁle within the
Math5 lineage was different (χ2 test with df=7, Pb0.0001). First,
RGCs were absent, as expected, decreasing the amount of IPL staining.
Second, there was an obvious increase in ‘late-born’ cell types among
the hPLAP+ neurons (Suppl. Table 1). For example, rod photoreceptors
increase from 32% to 40% of theMath5 lineage. Labeled bipolar cells and
Müller glia were visible in most low power ﬁelds (200×magniﬁcation)
of mutant mice, but were difﬁcult to ﬁnd in wild-type Math5>Cre; Z/
AP retinas (Table 1), consistent with results observed by Feng et al.
(2010). This effect is more striking if one considers that the total num-
ber of rods, bipolar cells andMüller glia are decreased inMath5mutants
(Brown et al., 2001; Brzezinski et al., 2005). InMath5mutant mice, the
cohort of progenitors expressingMath5>Cre does not differentiate into
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principal cell types.
Math5+ progenitors have equivalent Cre activity
Only a small fraction (11%) of the Math5 lineage develops into
RGCs. In principle, the Math5+ population may be heterogeneous,
such that one group of progenitors expresses high levels of
Math5>Cre and develops as RGCs, while a second group expresses
low levels of Math5>Cre and adopts other fates (Fig. 4A). In this
model, the low-level multi-lineage Math5>Cre expression could rep-
resent ‘priming’ (Hu et al., 1997) of the Math5 gene, or leaky trans-
gene expression, an ‘over-reporting’ artifact that is not biologicallyFig. 4. All Math5>Cre progenitors express similar levels of Cre, regardless of cell fate. Math
neously, to evaluate the heterogeneity of Math5 expression among progenitors. This analy
the cumulative amount of Cre recombinase expressed by that cell. (A–B) Twomodels forMa
rise to non-ganglion cell types express Cre weakly (left peak), so reporter activation in th
hPLAP. RGCs in the same retinas express Cre strongly (right peak) and are expected to hav
expresses Cre strongly, so concordance is very high for all cell types (B, right). (C) Retin
Double-labeled cells (arrows) greatly outnumber single-labeled cells (arrowheads). (D) Th
cantly greater than expected by chance (Cohen's κ>0.7). This value was similar for all cell
genitor cells, only some of which develop as RGCs. The labeled fractions (ρ) are based on
layer amacrine. Scale bar, 50 μm.meaningful (Dymecki et al., 2002). Alternatively, all Math5+
progenitors may express equivalent levels of Math5>Cre (Fig. 4B),
consistent with a permissive role for Math5 in retinal development.
To test these alternatives, we examined retinas from triple transgenic
(Math5>Cre; Z/AP; R26ﬂoxGFP) adult mice, using the concordance of
hPLAP and GFP labeling in Math5 descendants as an indirect measure
of Cre activity (Fig. 4C). In this experiment, we assume that the probabil-
ity of reporter activation in a particular cell depends on the concentra-
tion and stability of intracellular Cre protein, and that neither reporter
is saturated at the Cre levels under investigation. Progenitors with strong
Cre expression are expected to activate both reporters, while progenitors
with weak Cre expression may randomly activate one reporter, Z/AP or
R26ﬂoxGFP, at a low frequency (Figs. 4A,B). If these events occur5>Cre lineage analysis was performed using Z/AP and R26ﬂoxGFP reporters simulta-
sis assumes that the probability of reporter activation in a given cell is determined by
th5 (Cre) expression. (A) Bimodal expression. In this model,Math5+ progenitors giving
ese cells is inefﬁcient, and consequently few of their descendants co-express GFP and
e high concordance. (B) Uniform expression. In this model, every Math5+ progenitor
as of adult Math5>Cre; Z/AP; R26ﬂoxGFP mice immunostained for hPLAP and GFP.
e observed concordance between hPLAP and GFP reporters was ~80%, which is signiﬁ-
types, indicating that Math5 is expressed at uniform levels by a subpopulation of pro-
data in Table 1. GCL includes RGCs and displaced amacrines; INL Am, inner nuclear
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observing both reporters in a single cell (expected concordance) should
equal ρ2/(2ρ−ρ2), where ρ2 is the fraction of cells that activate both
reporters and 2ρ−ρ2 is the fraction of cells that activate at least one re-
porter. The observed concordance was uniformly high (~80%) for rods,
cones, INL amacrines and GCL neurons, and much greater than expected
by chance (Cohen's κ>0.7, Fig. 4D, Suppl. Table 2). Thus, the labeling of
non-RGC cell types cannot be attributed to differential or leaky
Math5>Cre expression.
The fate of the Math5+ progenitor population changes over time
The discovery that some rods, bipolars and Müller glia descend
from Math5>Cre progenitors (Table 1) is somewhat surprising be-
cause the vast majority of these cell types undergo terminal mitosis
(Rapaport et al., 2004; Young, 1985) after the temporal envelope of
Math5 mRNA expression (Fig. 1A). To explain these ﬁndings, we per-
formed a cumulative labeling experiment, in whichMath5>Cre; Z/APFig. 5. The fate distribution of Math5+ progenitors changes over time. (A) Cumulative BrdU
from E10.5 to P0 and their retinas were collected at P21. Nearly allMath5+ descendants (hP
P0, including lineage-labeled cones (arrows) and rods (arrowheads). There is a distinct grad
cells with nuclei closest to the lens have earlier birthdates (brightest BrdU signal). (B) Pul
BrdU at E15.5. Adult retinas were stained with hPLAP and BrdU antibodies and PNA lectin. M
cells are indicated. (C) Cone–rod ratio plots for birthdated hPLAP+ (red), hPLAP− (blue) a
steadily between E14.5 and E17.5 for hPLAP+ and hPLAP− populations. The curves are par
progenitors. However, the cone-to-rod ratio is 3-fold higher forMath5+ progenitors at ever
0.5 days, compared to other neurogenic cells (hPLAP−) in the same retinal environment. (
photoreceptor groups in Math5 −/−; Math5>Cre; R26ﬂoxGFP mice. Scale bar, 50 μm.embryos were continuously exposed to BrdU from E10.5 until P0 and
analyzed at P21. Retinal progenitors that exit mitosis before P0 should
be heavily BrdU-labeled, whereas those that continue to divide after
P0 should be weakly labeled. We found that essentially all hPLAP+
cells in the central retina were heavily labeled with BrdU (98.8%), in-
cluding rods (arrowheads in Fig. 5A), cones (arrows in Fig. 5A), and
INL and GCL neurons (Suppl. Table 3). Therefore, Math5+ rods, bipo-
lars and Müller glia are born at the ‘leading edge’ of birthdating
curves for these ‘late’ cell types.
The fate proﬁle of neurogenic cells emerging from the RPC popula-
tion is known to change over time, in response to intrinsic factors and
environmental signals (Livesey and Cepko, 2001; Rapaport et al., 2004;
Young, 1985). This can occur through alterations in the fate bias of indi-
vidual cells or the composition of the RPC pool (heterogeneity). In prin-
ciple, theMath5+ cohort may behave similarly. The fate proﬁle of these
cells may be intrinsically programmed, or it may vary depending on the
time that an individual RPC exits mitosis and initiatesMath5 transcrip-
tion. To test these alternatives, we compared the fates of Math5+labeling experiment. Math5>Cre; Z/AP embryos were continuously exposed to BrdU
LAP+) are heavily labeled with BrdU, indicating that the majority exited mitosis before
ient of BrdU labeling (birthdates) within the inner and outer nuclear layers, such that
sed BrdU labeling experiment. Math5>Cre; ZAP embryos were transiently exposed to
ath5+ cone (hPLAP+PNA+BrdU+, arrow) and bipolar (hPLAP+BrdU+, arrowhead)
nd combined (black) photoreceptor groups. The ratio of cone-to-rod births decreases
allel, indicating that the fate of Math5+ cells changes over time, similar to other retinal
y time-point, suggesting that these cells have a ﬁxed cone vs. rod bias, or are shifted by
D) Cone–rod ratio plot for birthdated GFP+ (red), GFP− (blue) and combined (black)
Fig. 6. Math5 marks many of the earliest born cells in the retina. (A–C) Window labeling analysis. (A) Embryos were exposed to pulses of EdU at E11 (onset of neurogenesis) and
E11.5, and to continuous BrdU from E12 to E12.5. Progenitors (RPCs) that continue to cycle through E12.5 are EdU+BrdU+, while cells that have exited mitosis between E11 and
E12 are EdU+BrdU−, and represent the earliest born cohort of retinal neurons. (B–C) Sections through the neural retina (brackets). (B) Most early-born cells in Math5+/− mice
adopt RGC fate (EdU+BrdU− Brn3b+, arrows). The Brn3b− cells in this cohort are likely to include horizontal cell precursors (arrowheads). Few Brn3b+RGCs (arrows) are pre-
sent inMath5−/− embryos, and the abundance of non-RGC fates increases accordingly (arrowheads). (C) Early-bornMath5-lacZ (EdU+BrdU− βgal+, arrows) and βgal−(arrow-
heads) cells are shown in Math5+/− (top) andMath5−/− (bottom) mice. Only ~20% of the early-born cohort expresses theMath5 transcription unit (βgal+), in both genotypes.
(D–E) Birthdating analysis. (D) E11 Math5>Cre; R26ﬂoxGFP embryos were exposed to a single EdU injection and analyzed at P1. (E) Flatmounted retinas were stained for EdU and
GFP and imaged through the GCL. Strongly EdU+ cells mark the earliest born retinal neurons. Confocal projection image (6–10 μm) shows EdU+GFP+ (arrow) and EdU+GFP−
(arrowhead) cells. Only 28% of the GCL cells born at E11 are in the Math5+ lineage. i.p., intraperitoneal; EB, early-born. Error bars represent the binomial standard deviation. Scale
bar, 50 μm.
406 J.A. Brzezinski IV et al. / Developmental Biology 365 (2012) 395–413progenitors born on different days.Math5>Cre; Z/AP embryoswere ex-
posed to a pulse of BrdU on E14.5, E15.5, E16.5 or E17.5 and their adult
retinaswere examined by hPLAP, PNA, and BrdU staining (Fig. 5B). A va-
riety of lineage-marked cell types were born on each of these days, in-
cluding RGCs, rods, cones, amacrines and horizontal cells, as well asrare ‘late’ cell types (arrowhead in Fig. 5B). For quantitative analysis,
we focused on photoreceptors, which are relatively numerous and
could be directly compared within the ONL. At each time-point, we de-
termined the fraction of hPLAP+ and heavily BrdU+ rods and cones in
the central retina (arrows in Fig. 5B, Suppl. Table 4). The fraction of
Fig. 7. A subset of Brn3b+ RGCs derives from the Math5 lineage. (A–C) Sections from embryonic Math5-lacZ/+ retinas co-stained for βgal and Brn3b. At E11.5, relatively few
Brn3b+ cells are βgal+ (A, arrow). The fraction of Brn3b+ cells expressing Math5-lacZ (arrowheads) increases from E12.5 (B) to E13.5 (C). However, there are many Math5-
independent RGCs (arrows) at each age. (D) Histograms showing the fraction of Math5+ cells among Brn3b+ RGCs and the fraction of Brn3b+ RGCs within the Math5+
cohort. Error bars show the standard deviation (n=3 sections). The total number of cells counted at E11.5, E12.5 and E13.5 was 13, 228 and 667, respectively. Scale bar, 50 μm.
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genitors decreased between E14.5 and E17.5, from 20.6% to 4.3% (Suppl.
Fig. 2, Suppl. Table 4), in parallelwith thedecrease in the total number of
Math5+ cells.
The fate of theMath5+ cell population also changed signiﬁcantly be-
tween E14.5 and E17.5, together with the retina as a whole. Math5+
cells born on E14.5 were >2 times as likely to develop into cones as
compared to rods (136 vs. 64), whereas those born on E17.5 were
>60 times as likely to develop into rods as compared to cones (122
vs. 2, Suppl. Table 4). The fates of progenitors inside and outside the
Math5 lineage shifted in parallel, as shown by plots of the cone-to-rod
ratio (Fig. 5C), derived from birthdating curves (Suppl. Fig. 2). This
shift is primarily determined by the overall decrease in cone births dur-
ing this interval.Math5+ cells appear to follow the same fate trajectory
as other progenitors. However, the ratio curves are displaced by one-
half day. In comparison to other neurogenic cells (hPLAP−) exitingmi-
tosis on the same day in the same retinal environment, Math5+progenitors (hPLAP+) were three times more likely to develop into
cones. Surprisingly, similar results were obtained in the absence of
Math5 function, in mutant embryos carrying R26ﬂoxGFP and
Math5>Cre transgenes (Fig. 5D).
These ﬁndings support three conclusions. First, the fate proﬁle
of Math5+ cells changes over time, similar to that of other retinal
progenitors. Second, the fate bias of Math5+ cells extends beyond
RGC speciﬁcation, inﬂuencing the choice among alternative fates
(e.g. cone vs. rod). Third, the bias among alternative fates is inde-
pendent of Math5 action, suggesting that upstream or parallel fac-
tors are responsible.
Math5 expression in early-born retinal cells
Because Math5 expression is closely correlated with the onset of
retinal neurogenesis (~E11.5) (Hufnagel et al., 2010) and is essential
for speciﬁcation of the earliest born cell type, RGCs (Brown et al.,
408 J.A. Brzezinski IV et al. / Developmental Biology 365 (2012) 395–4132001; Wang et al., 2001), we expected that most or all early-born ret-
inal cells would express Math5 and adopt RGC fates. To test this hy-
pothesis, we performed a series of window-labeling experiments.
Embryos were sequentially exposed to EdU at E11 and BrdU at E12
(Fig. 6A). In this paradigm, cells incorporate EdU if they are in S
phase at E11. Because the average cycle length at this stage is less
than 24 h (Sinitsina, 1971), EdU+BrdU+ cells scored at E12.5 are
interpreted as RPCs that underwent one additional division (and S
phase). In contrast, EdU+BrdU− cells deﬁne the early-born (EB)
cohort. These cells were in S phase at E11, but exited the cell cycle be-
fore E12.5.
To evaluate RGCs within the EB cohort, we counted the fraction of
EdU+BrdU−cells that were Brn3b+ (RGCs) in Math5 heterozygous
and mutant mice (Fig. 6B). InMath5+/− embryos, 75% of the EB co-
hort expressed Brn3b, conﬁrming that RGCs are the predominant
ﬁrst-born cell type (Farah and Easter, 2005; Rachel et al., 2002). The
abundance of EdU+BrdU− cells was similar in Math5 −/− and
+/− embryos (5.7 vs. 7.1 per 0.001 mm2 ﬁeld, respectively) and
comparable to previous birthdating results (Le et al., 2006). However,
in Math5 mutant embryos, only 6% EdU+BrdU− cells expressed
Brn3b. This was expected from the deﬁciency of RGCs in these mice,
and conﬁrms that the loss of RGCs is an early event. We next deter-
mined the fraction of EdU+BrdU− cells that expressed Math5,
using the lacZ allele (βgal) as a short-term lineage tracer (Wang et
al., 1999). Surprisingly, only 20% of EdU+BrdU−cells were βgal+,
in bothMath5+/− andMath5−/−mice (Fig. 6C). To independently
test this result, we exposed Math5>Cre; R26ﬂoxGFP embryos to a
single pulse of EdU at E11, harvested their retinas at P1, and deter-
mined that 28% of strongly EdU+ cells in the GCL were GFP+
(Figs. 6D,E). As a third test, we evaluated retinas from early
Math5-lacZ/+ embryos for coexpression of lacZ and Brn3b. The
fraction of βgal+ RGCs was relatively low at E11.5, consistent
with the EB analysis, but increased from 20% to 60% between
E11.5 and E13.5 (Fig. 7). Taken together, the results from these
three experiments suggest that Math5 is expressed by a subset of
early neurogenic cells, and that only a fraction of Brn3b+ RGCs
generated at E11–13 derive from the Math5+ cohort.
The Math5-independent early-born cells may express other pro-
neural bHLH transcription factors in the Atonal family, such as Neu-
rod1 or Neurog2. At E11.5, Neurod1 was detected in a pattern that
partially overlaps Math5-lacZ (Suppl. Fig. 3), consistent with mRNA
in situ hybridization data (Hufnagel et al., 2010). A similar overlap
has been noted later in development (Kiyama et al., 2011; Le et al.,
2006). This may explain the small number of early-born Brn3b+
RGCs present in Math5 −/− mice (Fig. 6B), as Neurod1 can partially
substitute for Math5 function in RGC fate speciﬁcation (Mao et al.,
2008).Fig. 8. Retrovirally marked clones exhibit symmetric and asymmetric patterns ofMath5
expression. (A) E12.5 or E13.5 retinas were explanted from Math5 lacZ/+ embryos,
ﬂattened on polycarbonate membranes, infected at low density with a retroviral
stock to mark clonal lineages (green), and cultured for 3 days in vitro (DIV). The micro-
graph shows a cross-section from a representative explant (bracket) co-stained for cy-
toplasmic βgal (magenta) and GFP (green). The diagram shows hypothetical 2-cell
clone with βgal+ cells. Each clone reﬂects one informative terminal division: a sym-
metric [S] division which gave rise to two Math5+ daughters (left); or an asymmetric
[A] division, which gave rise to one Math5+ and one Math5− daughter (right). (B–D)
Confocal Z-stack projections and drawings showing representative clones that are
symmetric (B, C) or asymmetric (D) with respect to Math5 expression. (E) Summary
of observed clones containing at least one Math5+ cell. Informative divisions have a
unique interpretation, and give rise to one [A] or two [S] Math5+ daughters. Both
types of divisions were identiﬁed. MIG, MSCV-IRES-GFP virus. Scale bars: 10 μm in A;
5 μm in B–D.Symmetry of Math5 expression in marked retroviral clones
During nervous system development, the mode of progenitor cell
divisions changes over time (Gotz and Huttner, 2005; Huttner and
Kosodo, 2005; Lu et al., 2000). Prior to neurogenesis, cell divisions
predominantly follow the symmetric self-renewing mode (P–P),
which expands the progenitor pool. During early neurogenesis, an
asymmetric mode is frequently used to generate onemitotic daughter
and one differentiating neuron (P–N). During late neurogenesis, most
progenitors undergo a symmetric neurogenic mode of division
(N–N), in which both daughters permanently exit the cell cycle. The
fates adopted by neuronal daughters may also be symmetric (Na–
Na) or asymmetric (Na–Nb). In zebraﬁsh, retinal progenitors express-
ing ath5-GFP undergo terminal neurogenic cell divisions (Poggi et al.,
2005). These are symmetric with respect to ath5-GFP expression
(NGFP–NGFP), but the daughters may have different cell fates, depend-
ing on the retinal environment.To examine the mode of RPC division giving rise to Math5+
daughter cells in mice, we infected retinal explants from E12.5 or
E13.5 Math5-lacZ/+ embryos with MSCV-IRES-GFP (MIG) retrovirus
at low density to mark independent GFP+ clones. After culturing ex-
plants for 3 days in vitro (DIV), we immunostained 30 μm cryosec-
tions for GFP and βgal (Math5-lacZ), and determined the size and
composition of clones containing at least one βgal+ cell (Nβgal)
(Fig. 8A). These GFP+ clones ranged from 1 to 16 cells. We then fo-
cused our analysis on small clones (2–4 cell) containing ≥1 βgal+
cell, as these were most informative for symmetry of βgal+ expres-
sion. These clones are likely to represent terminal lineages, given
their small size and time in culture. Indeed, all cells in these small
clones were post-mitotic, as judged by expression of the cell cycle in-
hibitor p27Kip1 (Dyer and Cepko, 2001) (data not shown). Among 23
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and asymmetric (N–Nβgal, or possibly P–Nβgal) (Fig. 8D) patterns of
Math5 expression. Of 23 informative neurogenic divisions, 13 (57%)
were symmetric with respect toMath5 expression and 10 were asym-
metric (Fig. 8E). The fraction of symmetric divisions did not differ
signiﬁcantly between the E12.5 and E13.5 explant time-points (0.64
vs. 0.50 respectively, Fisher's exact test P=0.7). Although few sym-
metric terminal divisions are expected at this age in the retina as a
whole, the high frequency observed among the Math5+ cohort
(Nβgal–Nβgal) in this small sample conﬁrms that early progenitors
are capable of N–N divisions in mice as in zebraﬁsh (Poggi et al.,
2005). Unlike zebraﬁsh, neurogenic divisions can be asymmetric
with respect to Math5 expression in mice. These ﬁndings conﬁrm
that many retinal progenitors express Math5 after terminal M phase.
Discussion
Math5>Cre transgene recapitulates endogenous Math5 expression
We believe that the Math5>Cre transgene is expressed in the
same pattern as endogenous Math5 mRNA for several reasons. First,
the BAC transgenes that we examined are intact and contain
>100 kb ﬂanking Math5 genomic DNA on both sides of the Cre cas-
sette, while core regulatory elements for Math5 retinal expression
are located within 25 kb of the transcriptional start site (Ghiasvand
et al., 2011; Hutcheson et al., 2005). Second, the spatiotemporal pat-
tern of Z/AP activation is congruent withMath5mRNA andMath5-lacZ
expression during retinal development. Third, all lineage-marked
adult cells are born during the normal period of Math5 expression, in-
cluding rare ‘late’ cell types. Fourth, similar results were observed
with independent BAC transgenic lines, suggesting that chromosomal
position effects are minimal or nonexistent. Apart from the retina and
RGC projections, hPLAP staining was only noted in the cerebellum and
in bushy cells of the cochlear nucleus, tissues that are known to express
Math5mRNA (Saul et al., 2008). Fifth, the dual reporter concordance ex-
periment provides no evidence for leaky or ectopic Cre expression.
Sixth, a similar overall retinal pattern has been observed using a targeted
Cre insertion (knock-in allele) in theMath5 locus (Feng et al., 2010; Yang
et al., 2003).
Our quantitative analysis signiﬁcantly extends these previous
studies and allows us to reach different conclusions regarding: [1]
the size of theMath5-independent cohort of RGCs, [2] the relationship
betweenMath5 expression and cell cycle exit, [3] the role ofMath5 in
determining non-RGC fates, and [4] the diversity of cell types within
the Math5 lineage.
Math5>Cre does not mark all RGCs
Since Math5 is necessary for RGC development, and functions as
an intracellular factor, we expected all ganglion cells to be labeled
by Cre, as descendants of Math5+ progenitors. However, after care-
fully excluding displaced amacrine cells, we found that only 55% of
RGCs were marked by the Math5>Cre transgene. A similar fraction
of RGCs is likely to be labeled by the Math5-Cre knock-in allele
(Feng et al., 2010) (cf. Suppl. Fig. 5D), although this ﬁnding was not
originally appreciated (Yang et al., 2003). These Math5 descendants
project to all known target sites for RGCs in the brain (Fig. 2E), sug-
gesting that they represent the ganglion cell population as a whole.
There are two possible explanations for the incomplete marking of
RGCs: [1] inefﬁciency of the Cre-lox system, and [2] the existence of
a sizeable Math5-independent population of RGCs.
In principle, inefﬁcient reporting may account for a substantial
fraction of unlabeled RGCs in the birthdating and lineage tracing ex-
periments. RGCs descending from Math5+ precursors may escape
detection for two reasons. First, the absolute level or duration of Cre
expression in individual cells may not be sufﬁcient to catalyze robustrecombination. The Cre polypeptide must assemble into tetramers for
enzymatic activity and has a short half-life in mammalian cells (Nagy,
2000). Generally speaking, Cre transgenes that are continuously ac-
tive in differentiated cells are expected to be more efﬁcient than
those that are made brieﬂy in a progenitor population.Math5 is tran-
siently expressed during retinal development (Fig. 1A) and may be
transcribed for only a few hours in individual cells (Fig. 2F) (Fu et
al., 2009). Consequently, in the dual concordance experiment,
Math5>Cre activated only one reporter in 20% of marked cells
(Fig. 4). However, because concordance was relatively high among
all cell types (Suppl. Table 3), this effect cannot fully explain the in-
complete labeling of RGCs. Second, some cells may epigenetically si-
lence the Math5>Cre transgene or the Math5-lacZ allele, or may be
otherwise globally resistant to Cre recombination. Indeed, we have
observed rare mice with reduced or elevated RGC labeling (data not
shown). In these retinas, the extent of labeling varied coordinately
across different cell types, consistent with a clonal epigenetic effect.
A similar variation has been noted among Tie1>Cre transgenic mice
in the efﬁciency of endothelial cell labeling (Enge et al., 2002). None-
theless, among the vast majority of Math5>Cre retinas, there was
relatively little variation in the RGC labeling fraction (Table 1).
Taken together, Cre inefﬁciency and epigenetic silencing are unlikely
to explain the incomplete labeling of RGCs that we observed.
Alternatively, a subset of RGCs may develop independently of
Math5. Detailed analysis of Math5 −/− retinas has revealed a small
population of widely dispersed ganglion cells, approximately 4% of
wild-type, that survive to adulthood (Lin et al., 2004) and may project
to the superior colliculi and laterial geniculate nuclei (Triplett et al.,
2011). Moreover, recent data show that a related bHLH factor, Neu-
rod1, can partially substitute for Math5 and allow RGC development
(Mao et al., 2008). Indeed, we observed that fewer early-born cells ex-
pressMath5-lacZ than Brn3b (Figs. 6B,C) and that many Brn3b+RGCs
at E11–E13 do not express Math5-lacZ (Fig. 7). A subset of nascent
ganglion cells may develop from Neurod1+ precursors (Suppl. Fig.
3), without Math5. Consistent with this idea, mutant mice lacking
both factors mice have even fewer RGCs than Math5 −/− mice
(Kiyama et al., 2011).
The fraction of unmarked RGCs (~45%, Table 1) is 10-fold greater
than the number of RGCs that survive in Math5 −/− mice (~4%)
(Lin et al., 2004). Apart from Cre inefﬁciency (noted above), there
are two possible explanations for this discrepancy. First, RGCs derived
fromMath5+ progenitors may have a survival advantage during neo-
natal period (P0–P10) of ganglion cell apoptosis (Young, 1984). How-
ever, the deﬁciency of Math5-independent RGCs in Math5 mutants
was clearly evident early in retinal histogenesis, at E12.5 (Figs. 6B,
C), well before the neonatal period of RGC culling. In addition, the
fraction of Math5+ RGCs in P1 and adult retinas was the same, mak-
ing this mechanism unlikely. Second, Math5 lineage cells may have a
substantial non-autonomous role in RGC fate speciﬁcation or early
differentiation. These cells may represent ‘pioneering’ neurons
(Pittman et al., 2008; Raper and Mason, 2010), which promote axon
pathﬁnding and fasciculation within the retina (Erskine and
Herrera, 2007; Oster et al., 2004) and survival of Math5-
independent RGCs. In the absence of Math5, cells in the inner retina
undergo apoptosis during midgestation and surviving RGCs have se-
vere pathﬁnding defects (Feng et al., 2010; Kiyama et al., 2011;
Moshiri et al., 2008; Prasov and Glaser, 2009). Most likely, Math5+
progenitors may favor the formation or survival of other RGCs by
para- or juxtacrine signaling. Further work is needed to clarify molec-
ular differences between the Math5+ cohort and other cells in the
early retina.
Math5 is made by progenitors exiting the cell cycle
We have determined the precise relationship between onset of
Math5 expression and the cell cycle status of retinal progenitors
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Fig. 9. Natural history of the Math5 lineage. (A) The timing of Math5 expression shifts
during retinal histogenesis. RPCs (white) shift from a proliferative (P–P) mode of divi-
sion to stem (N–P) or terminal (N–N) modes, giving rise to neurogenic cells (gray).
These express Math5 (red) either during (S, symmetric) or after (A, asymmetric)
ﬁnal mitosis. During early retinal development (bE14), Math5 is frequently expressed
during G2 phase of the last cell cycle, generating two Math5+ daughters. During
later stages (>E15), Math5 is exclusively expressed by post-mitotic cells. (B) The size
of the neurogenic (birthdated) population and proportion of Math5+ cells changes
during development. At the onset of neurogenesis (E11), Math5 is expressed by 20-
30% of newborn cells. The number of Math5+ cells peaks during midgestation (E14)
and rapidly diminishes (E16), while the neurogenic population as a whole continues
to expand. The temporal proﬁle for RGC birthdates follows similar kinetics, and reﬂects
Math5+ and Math5− populations. (C) The fate spectrum of Math5 lineage (red) and
other neurogenic (gray) cells in wild-type and mutant mice. The thickness and shading
of arrows denotes the relative demographic contribution of these cohorts to the mature
retina.
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G2/M phase progenitors but was otherwise present only in non-
proliferating cells. Based on the length of G2 phase (~2 h) (Sinitsina,
1971) and our analysis of retinal cell cycle kinetics in E13.5
Math5>Cre; R26ﬂoxGFP embryos, following a 30 min EdU pulse
(Fig. 2G), we conclude that at least 15% (and up to 60%) of newly
Math5+ cells (Cre+GFP−) initiate expression before terminal M
phase. During later stages (>E15), Math5 was exclusively expressed
in post-mitotic cells. Math5 lineage cells did not re-enter the cell
cycle at any stage, regardless of theMath5 genotype. This comprehen-
sive analysis reconciles previous disparate observations regarding thetiming of Math5 expression (Brown et al., 1998; Le et al., 2006; Yang
et al., 2003), including RNA proﬁling of single retinal cells (Trimarchi
et al., 2008). In recent studies, an HA epitope-taggedMath5 allele was
expressed with similar kinetics in early E12.5-E14.5 embryos, but was
detected in more S, G2, and M phase cells than our Math5-lacZ allele
(Feng et al., 2010; Kiyama et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2012). This is com-
parable to zebraﬁsh, where ath5-GFP expression initiates during
terminal S/G2 (Poggi et al., 2005), and is consistent with results
obtained in frog and chick (Kay et al., 2001; Matter-Sadzinski et al.,
2001; Perron et al., 1998; Poggi et al., 2005).
The variable timing of Math5 expression was supported by clonal
analysis. We observed symmetricMath5-lacZ expression in 13 of 23 in-
formative divisions (56%, NMath5–NMath5) and asymmetric expression
in the remaining clones (P/N–NMath5). This frequency is convergent
with cell cycle kinetic data discussed above. Together, these ﬁndings
suggest that early progenitors giving rise toMath5+ cells are heteroge-
neous in their intrinsic properties and/or responses to the retinal mi-
croenvironment. By comparison, zebraﬁsh ath5 is expressed
symmetrically in terminal neurogenic divisions (Path5→Nath5–Nath5),
but resulting daughters often adopt different fates (Poggi et al.,
2005). This difference may be correlated with the accelerated pace of
retinal neurogenesis in zebraﬁsh compared to mice. Further studies
are needed to determine how the timing of Math5 expression inﬂu-
ences the fate choice of daughter cells in mice.
Math5 is unlikely to autonomously regulate the decision to exit
the cell cycle for two reasons. First, it is variably expressed during
or after the terminal division (Figs. 1B–D, 2G,H). Second, Math5 line-
age cells exhibit similar lacZ expression kinetics in mutant and
wild-type mice (Figs. 1E–H). Instead, this binary choice must be
made upstream or in parallel with Math5 transcription. However,
Math5may affect progenitor cycling indirectly. For example, differen-
tiating RGCs secrete sonic hedgehog (Shh), which acts as a mitogen
for RPCs and promotes rod and Müller glial fates (Jensen and
Wallace, 1997; Levine et al., 1997; Wang et al., 2005; Yu et al.,
2006). Accordingly, Math5 mutants have thinner retinas with fewer
rods and glia compared to wild-type mice (Brown et al., 2001),
which may reﬂect a general loss of late-born cells. In zebraﬁsh, ath5
and syu (Shh) mutants exhibit similar defects in retinal cell mitosis,
involving a delay in switching polarity of division, from central-
peripheral (proliferative) to circumferential (neurogenic) modes
(Das et al., 2003). This likewise suggests that nascent RGCs, not the
ath5 product per se, affect progenitor cell cycle dynamics.
Math5 establishes an RGC competence state
The expression fate mapping (Fig. 3) and dual concordance
(Fig. 4) experiments support six conclusions. First, only a small frac-
tion (3%) of the retina derives from Math5+ progenitors. Second,
Math5+ progenitors are multipotent. They retain the potential to
generate all seven major retinal cell types. Third,Math5+ progenitors
contribute differentially to each cell type. The labeling frequency for a
given cell type depends on the histogenic birth order and the tempo-
ral expression proﬁle for Math5 (Fig. 9B). Similar overall results were
observed in a previousMath5 lineage study (Feng et al., 2010; Yang et
al., 2003). However, bipolars and Müller glia were not identiﬁed in
the wild-type Math5 lineage, presumably because fewer cells were
sampled. Fourth, Math5+ progenitors express uniform levels of
Math5 andmay represent a developmental equivalence group, similar
to ato+ progenitors in the ﬂy eye imaginal disc (Dokucu et al., 1996).
Fifth, the fates of the Math5+ and Math5− populations change over
time with parallel trajectories. The Math5 lineage cells are biased in
their selection of non-RGC fates, compared to other neurogenic cells
in the same environment, but this difference does not depend on
Math5 activity. Sixth, the diversity of retinal cell fates within the
Math5 lineage was similar in mutant and wild-type mice, apart from
the deﬁciency of RGCs (Fig. 9C). However, there were modest
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(Fig. 3I). The most parsimonious explanation for these quantitative
effects is a difference between wild-type and mutant mice in the frac-
tional distribution of cell types, creating a denominator problem. As
noted above, Math5 −/− retinas have signiﬁcantly fewer late-born
cells, presumably due to loss of Shh. Because all Math5 lineage cells
retain early birthdates in these retinas (Fig. 6C, Suppl. Fig. 2), this
cohort appears expanded and skewed toward late cell fates. Taken
together, we concludeMath5 does not directly control the acquisition
of multiple retinal cell fates (Feng et al., 2010). Instead, Math5 has an
active role in RGC fate speciﬁcation, as a competence (permissive)
factor, and a passive or minor role in the selection of alternative
(non-RGC) fates.
Mechanisms of fate determination in the mouse retina
Retinal cell fate choice, differentiation and survival are jointly con-
trolled by intrinsic and extrinsic factors (Livesey and Cepko, 2001). As
a nuclear bHLH protein, Math5 is an intrinsic factor. It is necessary but
not sufﬁcient for RGC development. During retinogenesis, nine-fold
more Math5+ cells are produced than develop into RGCs (Fig. 3,
Table 1). These cells have a different fate bias than other neurogenic
cells in the same environment (Fig. 5). This property is conferred up-
stream of Math5. The development of RGCs from Math5+ cells may
require the presence of positive cofactors or the absence of inhibitors.
Soluble factors and cell-cell signaling are known to negatively regu-
late RGC genesis, including factors secreted by nascent RGCs (Austin
et al., 1995; Belliveau and Cepko, 1999; Waid and McLoon, 1998;
Zhang and Yang, 2001), and these may act onMath5+ cells. Together,
our data suggest that the Math5+ cohort is inﬂuenced by intrinsic
and extrinsic factors.
Our ﬁnding that Math5+ progenitors born on the same day can
give rise to early or late cell types (Fig. 5) is consistent with a progres-
sive restriction model for retinal neurogenesis, in which the progeni-
tor pool is initially multipotent, but gradually loses competence to
form early cell types (Pearson and Doe, 2003; Shen et al., 2006).
This model is favored by heterochronic co-culture experiments
(Reh, 1992; Watanabe and Raff, 1990) and Ascl1 (Mash1) lineage
analysis. Mouse Ascl1+ progenitors form all retinal cell types except
RGCs (Brzezinski et al., 2011) and may represent the ﬁrst
competence-restricted state. However, our results are also consistent
with a temporal restriction model, in which progenitors proceed uni-
directionally in time through a relatively ﬁxed series of competence
states (Wong and Rapaport, 2009).
The reservoir of neurogenic cells that are competent to form RGCs
greatly exceeds the ﬁnal number. Likewise, the period of RGC compe-
tence extends beyond the normal time envelope for RGC births in rat
and chick (James et al., 2003; Silva et al., 2003). This excess capacity,
which includes Math5+ and Math5− cells, and the fate plasticity of
Math5+ cells may serve to enhance the robustness of RGC develop-
ment and ensure an appropriate histotypic proﬁle in the mammalian
retina.
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